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Word Mark: AIR AMERICA
Goods and Services: IC 045. US 100 101. G & S: Social organization, namely a non-profit social organization providing a means for members to stay in contact with each other. FIRST USE: 19840629. FIRST USE IN COMMERCE: 19840629
Mark Drawing Code: (3) DESIGN PLUS WORDS, LETTERS, AND/OR NUMBERS
Design Code: 03.17.01 - Wings, birds'
Search Code: 24.01.03 - Shields or crests with letters, punctuation or inscriptions contained therein or superimposed thereon
26.11.21 - Rectangles that are completely or partially shaded
Serial Number: 78193680
Filing Date: December 12, 2002
Current Basis: 1A
Original Filing Basis: 1A
Published for Opposition: April 27, 2004
Registration Number: 2864853
Registration Date: July 20, 2004
Owner: (REGISTRANT) Air America Association CORPORATION TEXAS P.O. Box 200134 Austin TEXAS 78720
Attorney of Record: J. Nevin Shaffer, Jr.
Description of Mark: Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. The lining is a feature of the mark and does not indicate color.